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CIE is publishing the mark schemes for the May/June 2008 question papers for most IGCSE, GCE 
Advanced Level and Advanced Subsidiary Level syllabuses and some Ordinary Level syllabuses. 
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Answers will be marked according to the following general criteria: 
 
18–20 Detailed, well-written, well-organised answer, paying close attention to author’s use of 

language.  Shows appreciation of structure and complete comprehension of passage; has 
no significant omissions and conveys a sensitive personal response. 

  
15–17 Detailed answer, paying close attention to author’s use of language.  Understands or 

convincingly interprets all essentials of passage; few omissions.  Conveys clear personal 
response but may be a bit cut-and-dried. 

  
12–14 Competent answer with some attention to language.  May be some misunderstandings and 

significant omissions, but conveys some personal appreciation. 
  
9–11 Attempts to respond and does pay attention to some details of language, but there are 

significant misunderstandings and substantial omissions.  May misrepresent author’s 
intentions trying to apply some rigid preconception, or note use of literary devices without 
explaining their effect.  Answer probably rather short. 

  
6–8 Tries, but has not really grasped what passage is about.  Offers a few ideas, some of them 

irrelevant or plainly wrong.  A few glimmers are perceptible.  Short, scrappy. 
  
4–5 Short, scrappy, confused; little response to passage, but candidate has at least read it and 

tried to respond. 
  
2–3 Scrawls a few lines; has attempted to read passage, but clearly doesn’t understand it. 
  
0–1 Nothing to reward. 
  
 
The detailed questions are intended to help the candidate respond.  Candidates are required to 
answer them, but need not do so in a rigid sequence; some of the answers may be implicit in the 
essay.  There is no prescribed allocation of marks to each question; the response should be marked 
holistically.  Candidates who do not answer the prescribed questions will penalise themselves 
automatically, as the questions are central to the passage 
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Lea atentamente este pasaje extraído de la novela La muerte de Honorio del escritor venezolano 
Miguel Otero Silva (1908-1985), publicada en 1963. Luego conteste la pregunta. 
 
This is a dense and quite difficult passage.  Despite the guidance provided by the set questions, 
I shall not be surprised if, in the lower regions (up to 10 or even 11/12) we have to discriminate chiefly 
by how much the candidate has actually understood.  This simple criterion will still allow considerable 
differentiation; Examiners will also be on the look-out for signs of appreciation and understanding of 
parts of the extract even if there is substantial misunderstanding elsewhere, or overall. 
 
 
Escriba sus impresiones sobre el narrador y Noemí. Debe considerar los siguientes aspectos: 
 

• cómo el autor explota el lenguaje para comunicar la fascinación que Noemí ejerce sobre el 
narrador y los celos que ella le inspira 

 
Experience shows that only the strongest candidates are really able to analyse an author’s use of 
language with any precision; any signs of detailed appreciation should therefore be generously 
rewarded.  Middle-range candidates should be able to pick out and comment on some telling phrases, 
or use of literary techniques (but beware, as always, of over-rewarding the tying on of lit. crit. labels if 
the candidate shows no appreciation of the effect produced by use of literary techniques).  Weaker 
candidates are likely to quote inertly, i.e. without doing much to explain the effect of the words they 
quote; however, even the choice of quotations may reveal a (limited) degree of appreciation.  The 
weakest candidates, some of whom appear to have received no training in answering this kind of 
question, will not refer in detail to the language at all and will confine themselves to generalities, which 
Examiners will have to trawl through to extract signs of understanding. 
 
That being said, it is hoped that most candidates will respond, in however limited a way, to the words, 
‘fascinación’ and ‘celos’.  There are many reasons why the narrator finds Noemí fascinating, 
especially at the beginning of the passage.  She comes from a wealthy family; her background is 
intriguingly ‘remote’; she is physically attractive, in fact appetising (‘me tienta como una fruta’); the 
narrator hangs around awaiting the precious moment when he can meet, or at least phone, her (many 
candidates have probably experienced something similar!); to him she stands out from other women, 
if not always for the right reasons (!); none of their quarrels ever ends in separation; anxiety about the 
relationship keeps the narrator awake at night; he feels he is on the edge of ‘resentimiento’, but his 
concluding threat to break of the relationship is patently empty.  As for the jealousy, it pervades the 
whole passage and is spelt out at least once (‘como un hombre celoso’), so most candidates ought to 
be able to note at least a couple of indications.  The better ones will appreciate the controlled violence 
with which the jealousy is expressed (‘me quema por dentro como un tizón’).  Good to middle-range 
candidates will also, I hope, notice the insistence with which the narrator returns, like someone 
obsessively scratching an itch, to that image of Noemí dispensing smiles and ‘miradas provocadoras’. 
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• cómo nos hace comprender que el narrador se siente inferior a su amada 
 
Many of the indications come at the beginning of the passage, so I hope most candidates will notice 
at least one or two of them, the most obvious being the narrator’s uneasy delight at finding that this 
classy young lady has time for ‘un teniente provinciano sin otra fortuna… [etc.]’.  Better candidates 
may seize on the double meaning of ‘royaltys’ (kingly blood and fat payments) as a strong hint that 
Noemí’s family is socially far above the narrator’s.  He plainly does not feel at home in her house 
(‘a pesar de…’) but is flattered to be able to make free of it; the ironic tone of the writing hints that he 
may not be as free as all that, but only the best candidates are likely to detect and explain this.  He 
feels ‘montaraz’ in contrast to Noemí’s sophistication (‘mujer mundana’).  He puts up with Noemí’s 
flirting and, despite their frequent rows, refuses to – indeed dare not – analyse the discrepancy 
between Noemí’s bland assurances of devotion to him and her behaviour towards other men. 
 
 

• si el autor ha logrado convencerle de que Noemí ama realmente al narrador. 
 
Was that the author’s intention?  Alert candidates may cast doubt on the idea, although recent 
experience with Lazarillo tends to show, perhaps unsurprisingly, that few people at this level can 
distinguish clearly between the author and narrator, or tell when the former’s irony is undercutting 
what the latter appears to be telling us.  All praise (and high marks), therefore, to anyone who can 
show how the ironic tone of the writing here reveals the narrator’s self deception, because it seems 
pretty clear to me that Noemí does not love the narrator and is merely amusing herself with this 
deliciously naïve boy, until something better turns up.  Perhaps this is too harsh a view; it would be 
possible to interpret Noemí as a Hispanic Célimène who is genuinely fond of the narrator but simply 
cannot resist flirting.  I would happily accept either view so long as the candidate supports it, but 
I shall be disappointed by candidates who take all Noemí’s protestations at their face value.  And what 
is she doing, one wonders, while the narrator is safely confined to barracks? 
 
 
Usted puede añadir cualquier otro comentario que le parezca pertinente. 
 
There is probably enough to do in the time allowed to prevent most candidates from taking up this 
offer, but as always we shall be completely open to any idea the candidate can support from the text. 
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